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Wikipedia list article Baalzbol (べるぜバブ, Bruzebo) is a 2011 Japanese Hollywood television series based on the Minga series of ryhei Tamura of the same name. The dynamic series was produced by Perroot+ under the direction of The Usharo Taqamoto. In this series high school was the son of the evil tattoo Sumoga, who is forced to
raise The Baalzbol, the son of the Devil king who was sent to the earth to destroy humanity. A real video animation was shown in the Jump Super Anime Tour between October 23 and November 21, 2010. [1] The television series started broadcasting in Japan on Yomiuri TV from January 9, 2011. The inaugural theme for Awa is Apparee '
s theme , The Boss appears! Takeichi アッパレ by (番⻑参上, べるぜバブ, Appapari , barcho Sanchho! Brozebo). Television series theme uses ten pieces of music, five holes and five finish. The first inaugural main idea, the theme is used between 1 to 10 dada (だだだ) by group spectacle, while the second opening theme is used from the
theme 11-23, the first goodbye (始まるのは, サヨナラ, hajamaaaaaaaaaa, no wa, sionara). The third opening theme, the meme, hey!!! Episodes used by 24 forwards. Fourth Opening Theme Baby U! Used from 36 to 48. Fifth opening theme, the theme is not by you no one used by The Czon-lc5-by-49 after. The first finished main idea
used for 1-10 is the answer from the subject no3b, while the second main idea, episode 11-23 is used from the Show of Dare (つよがり, Tsavvagara) by Shoaib Ko Nakagavea. The third end is the central idea, the meme, used by tomatoes by Nabada o 35. The fourth is the end papipopu papapapu papapapa nuzuma is used by Sasaka
episodes 36 to 48. The fifth finish is the Shofojo traveler is used by 9nine episodes 49 ahead. Awa No. Title Original Hawaiian Date Owa This kid is a devil king! ? Antaskh (Biology: The Haruto-Aka-Chan wa Taliban Mahou!? (Japanese: 拾った⾚ちゃんは,魔王!?) October 23, 2010 (2010-10-23) Ashaama high school reached with an
electronic child who actually has difficulty explaining his friend, Takayuki Forwacha. He is then contacted by a woman named Haldigaradi who explains that the child, Caesar de Emperan Baalzbol IV, is a Satan Lord and the Son of The Oga selected to increase it to destroy humanity. Initially being followed after refusing to take care of
Haldigaradi, Oga learns that he can find someone more merciless than he is, he can get rid of it. Oga Isamayama's toughest daanquant, Hajime Kanzaka, attempts to easily kill his fidaya, Saharuyama. When the Kanzaka demands to throw Saharuyama out the window, The Oga bolzbol's response determines that Kanzaka is not
appropriate and instead knocks out the window. That evening, Haldigardi arranges for the house of The Oga to stay, noting Baalzbol does not go more than 15 meters. The next day, a more than one of The Leaders of The Aayama's Fear, aoi, comes up with his gang to face off against The Oga, although he acknowledges him as
someone who helps him in the park He was in the care of his brother. After his powerful attacks were duped, Oga asks Aoi to become the mother of Baalzbol, who just shames him. Later, another guide, Tato Suya Arranges To Kidnap Himaikua, Takayuki, Haldigaradi and Baalzbol. Before using the power of The Baalzbol to defeat Oga
Himaikoa, the copied, Aldellaion assisted the catch to manage. The final leader to The Owa, Haditora Thojho ends with The Oga facing. List of installment sp.g. Title Original Air Date [2] 01 I picked up the King of Satan(Biology: Maao Harvamashit (Japanese: 魔王拾いました) January 9, A random student at the worst high school in 2011
(2011-01-09), who he weeps when ever reached school with a massive electric blow. I claimed he found him after a strange man who had two more children With Sachal came, although his friend Tabayyuki Forwacha does not believe it. In The House of Takayuki, they both claim to be the child who is contacted by a demon maid named
Haldigaradi, known as Caesar de Emperan Baalzbol IV, he could destroy humanity so that he was sent to the earth to raise him up son of the Devil king. When he attempts to get Baalzbol back and fail, Haldegaradi admits that I have been selected for the job. When I refused, Haldegardi tried to kill him with a bird but tattooed sumo I
managed to beat him. When he is surrounded by a group of haldigaradi and a group of things and his resinis is shaved, Baalzbol goes into a scolding which is the only one I can stop. When a damaged goper comes almost to Baalzbol, he allowed him to save and all to be saved with the power of The Baalzbol. After I recovered from his
ordeal, Haldigardi decided to live with him to raise the baalsbol as well, much more for the maximum. 02 I became a gang leader with a child Intuskh (Biology: Kodure Banchauo (Japanese: 連れ番⻑ はじめました) January 16, 2011 (2011-01-16) Haldigaradi presents himself to the family in a wrong way, the parents and sister of renowned
tattoo Sumi believe that the child beel is the illegitimate son of her and Tattoo. He said that if he is more than 15 meters away from the alias, he destroys the city Until its crying power will increase. While dealing with this situation, the tattoo comes with the idea that they can find someone stronger and more merciless is that they can have
baby Beel's on them and be free. 03 Are there any strong, merciless Bastards around? Antasakh (Biology: Tsukyobonna yar·o imasen? (Japanese: 強くて凶暴なヤロ.いませんか) January 23, 2011 (2011-01-23) When I lost food for baby Beel and he starts to get hungry, the tattoo uses the value of a wedding machine to drink yogurt
instead, the third year appears to be the favourite of the troubler, Hajime Kanzaka. Guess he might be able to have a baby, see him under the mood of becoming tattooed Sumi You have to do it. After their current fading, the tattoo is asked by Kanzaka to throw it out of the window, but instead he is not able to based on the baby Beel's
expression and instead decide to knock him out. 04 Before the satan bursts out of the lord's flood, there is another one(Biology: Maano Omorasha Kekkai Ichibyo me desu ga (Japanese: 魔王のおもらし 決壊 1 秒前ですが) January 30, 2011 (2011-01-30) Baby Beel is currently in a non-stop pissphase which is threatened by city flooding.
Haldigari's management temporarily to prevent it with an interdimensional, but to stop it completely, In tattoos he decided to need to get advertised on a super-busy diaper TV. Was already sold after reaching the supermarket to find just one brand, one of The Hainchman in Kanzaka, About Shnatsomy, the strongest daanquant about tikka,
in The Aishayama High, which has one of the Kanzaka. Then, the supermarket was taken hostage by a group of the taco. Goes. As tattooed as I have investigated everyone to see how merciless they are, the child gets stuck on Beel's diaper leader's gun. When the leader understands about boosting the baby, I'm changing his mind and
beating him, before they decide to have more than a baby whoever is out of the sea until he ends his urinal. 05 p.m. Can buy anything Antisakh (Biology: Khadi Kainaa Mono-wa Aramasan (Japanese: お⾦でかえないものはありません) February 6, 2011 (2011-02-06) After a sleep-deprived night, the tattoo has a strange sign on their
hands, zebeal magic, revealed the sign of the contract between him and baby Beel. Haldegaradi and Al-Ber explained that the parents of a Satan Lord are a vessel for his power, and the mark will be defeated in more opponents. Want to get rid of the mark, in tattoos hopefully it will mark small i decide to give fight. Meanwhile, Another
member of the tickka, Tattoo Suya Hameikoa, kidnapped in to get the attention of tattoos Haldigardi and recruited some con to Takeyuki. Sneak in the tattoo and promise them to forgoes to defeat the hatman of the tattoo. Uses the promise of. For tattoos I hide under his shirt in hitting a ceramic plate, but his cartoon is very powerful knock
out of it too. The tattoo then attempts using a catch stick, but I resist it and uses the power of baby Beel to beat it, in which turn their mark increases big. 06 Toys Satan has reached from the world お医者さんごっこしました 魔界のおもちゃ 届きました/We have sent the doctor back to its small size, For many of the skin-breaking halls that
destroy his sports console. He'll get a game room for baby Beel to play in it, but to build it, it becomes a magic cage that both he and the tattoo get stuck in. The only way to get out is to solve a puzzle toy, but he just ends up breaking it. Tattoo, I use my zebeal strength to finish its path, although it increases their mark again. The Raing-
Raing through a bag World Toys, Baby Beel open a sine that converts Me and Takayuki into nurses, which can only change with the help of the baby Beel Play Doctor. The decision to use the opportunity to try to do good deeds in tattoos and get rid of its mark, though there is trouble handling demonic medical equipment. After some
students failed to treat attempts, they change back after finding an original useful device on the costume of baby Beel, but accidentally attacks an explosive in which all the work tattoos i got under the size of my mark. 07 Satan Lord has forced his family in his park's first intisakh (Biology: Maahou mo Koneven Debyen Debyeju Shamasu
(Japanese: 魔王も公園デビュ_します) February 20, 2011 (2011-02-20) so that they can make their 'first' park. Despite making a bad impression with other mothers, there is a meeting with a girl named Tito who is looking after her younger brother. Quota. Aoi helps me to try to make their park first, which, in part, because of the emergence
of Aldelon, does not achieve much. General Herkas convinced other mothers to call on a police officer, who starts talking both tattoos and Aoi garbage. Before Aoi can lose his mood, tattoo i have tattooed him after a saw of the reed, it appears aoi is from the true identity of Aoi, the red tail gang leader and one of the ticks. Note that Aoi is
actually over a year old. This shows that Aoi likes men who are strong and reliable. 08 We meet again Atsakh (Biology: Mata Deaiteh Ita (Japanese: また 出会いました) February 27, 2011 (2011-02-27) Aoi and Aoi came back to Ashaama Hai for dealing with red tail, despite who he is, despite not knowing who he is. When Takayuki
Dragus tattooed me to meet him, Aoi i met in a park he is the one he met in the park, although he does not acknowledge his back. That starts to fight it using powerful bokuto for attacks, but they manage to lubriat all its attacks. Inspired by his power, one of the tattoos causes him to become the mother of baby Beel which causes Him to
shame and run off Aoi asks. Later, Aoi meanwhile, another miscellaberating gang plot to take down. 09 Love is a storm(Biology: No wa Harikondesu (Japanese: 恋はハリケンです) March 6, 2011 (2011-03-06) the error group, Murkas-5, come to face, but immediately hit by it and haldigardi, who got the attention of a mara Aoi. As a right-
hand women of Aoi, Challi Tura and Nene Oomora faced Haldegaradi, who had heard from Tattoo Sumo about his plans to get the baby Beel to do the tests of his power. When Sinik and Nene returned to Aoi to find, he took responsibility for him that I have him in a war. In fact, Chemerqas and Nene were attacked-5, under the orders of
Miwa, who wants the title of the Queen. Shintarou helps to get Aoi to tell her the truth, but when Miwa theirs Does, tattoo immediately on . After that, Aoi is trying to give her baby Beel by returning again, explaining that she has forced her to raise her due to the haldigaradi. Later, Aoi decides to leave the red tail and put Nene in charge,
feeling that he is no longer able to serve as their leader. 10 A disciple was achieved Antasakh (Biology: Indian Love Korea ga Dekimashat (Japanese: 弟ができました) March 27, 2011 (2011-03-27) gets attached to a wandering cat, as a result the child is shown to be extremely jealous and inawed by what he loved. Baby Beel misses the
cat a fight and after that, but when a group of tough cats gang on the cat for a fight in their area, baby Beel stands for it, there's more to help. After that, the kids become Beel and Cat Friends. Later, tattoos once again meet Aoi at the first organization of his park where a child at a sports center takes Beel and Cat. While the kids Beel and



Kota get into hot competition with some other kids Tattoo, in tattoo and Aoi is full of a conversation, ends with explosive results. After that, the cat decided to leave to protect his fellow strays. 11 Could not buy any money Antasakh (Biology: Cane de Kainaa Mono, Arashat (Japanese: ⾦で買えないもの , ありました) April 3, 2011 (2011-04-
03) By its setting with a toxic sandwich in Himamykoa I avenge disused against tattoos because of it, but it does not affect him because of his experience. He said the next child attempts to use a popular busy role to try to capture Beel, But in tattoos and baby Beel notice that she is fake discolored due to the chup stocks. Then she would
bestower To Takeyuki in giving her baby Beel as a woman in one of their subordinate snares, but intervenes but to move Himakoa and his gang away away to the island. Consequently failures do not amount to any henchman's services. Leave. And when he attempts to attack himanden him, he gets caught in a fight against a rival gang
who is also trying to hit into the tattoo. Then, Kanzaka offers one of its yogurt drinks, for which it is offered with a one year supply with a one month period to Hamayikoa. 12 今夜は寝かせません I will not sleep you tonight. 2011 (2011-04-10) Baby Beel is crying all night for the last three nights, which causes and causes the entire neighbour
to get very little sleep. To avoid dealing with their home, the tattoo family attempts to play with the child for night time. Despite the arrangement to get to sleep, baby Beel still wakes up and weeps in the middle of the night. After that I spend the day dealing with a sleep-deprived tick, it bring a toy that the baby has the down stairs, but the
toy is also nosier than its crying. 13 baby Beel diagnosis test/in Dear Great Ghost Lord Antasakh (Biology: Bereu-b·o Jatsuoriuko Tesota desu/Haruda Hack in Daimao-Sama (Japanese: 実⼒テストです/ヒルダ 拝啓魔王様) April 17, 2011 (2011-04-17) as Ashyama high achieved an evaluation test degree for her stodifobak students, The
great giant Lord also has a test degree for baby Beel, needs it to beat different animals and insects or run his risk and I don't show much hope with the devil beel facing anti-resistance classes in the world, decide to try to get the baby Beel to the highest score on the Tattoo Sumi test. When a rival school test is enteroputus, tattoos I get
enough points to allow other students to take tests to avoid their fights, anti-lessons, later all students actually learn that Is Takayuki. Later, a letter prepares to write reports on the Great Devil Lord, his family and tika. 14 Is there any specific action? Antasakh (Biology: Hassatso, Anda, Aramasook? (Japanese: 必殺技 , ありますか) April 24,
2011 (2011-04-24) as Kanzaka attempts to come up with a new special initiative, its followers have suggested the key to the baby's strength on his back. Thus, Kanzaka starts training with a baby doll in weight on his back. When this plan does not work, they try to find a living alternative, which ends in embarrassment. Meanwhile, in
tattoos where he once again takes baby Beel at the park meeting Aoi, who lost track of Kavat. Kanzaka Manchster finds him and thinks of a viable alternative to baby Beel. While playing with him, he figures out the key to performing his new special move. After returning to Kavat, Kanzaka does his special move, although it only confuses
everyone. As Kanzaka leaves, I accepted their migration was amazing. 15 the daalanquant has been converted into Skimsuits Intusakh (Biology: Fuyo ga Mizugi' (Japanese: 不良が⽔着に着替えました) 1, 2011 (2011-05-01) Takayuki tells about the tattoo about the last member of the tika, Haditora Tojo, will leave her alone primarily to get
interested about The Trench Child Beel. I want to be killed by my wish, Himamykoa has informed them that he works on the beach. In tattoos and Takeyuki go there the next day and go wrong as part timer for a Yakasoba stand, later Thoujho originally was fired last night that search. Thoujhoin, in tattoo, asks Aoi to move on to a letter of
challenge, which can find him before The Haanchman can do it. The tattoo is held in for their meeting, only to find a pile of defeated gang members, who defeated everyone by Tojo himself. Despite Aoi's warning, the tattoo finally seems to be ahead to meet Tojo. 16 You are なかなか男じゃないですか not a bad specimen of a man. 2011
(2011-05-08) Takayuki is dragging away from their unplanned summer vacation against her will to add Tattoo Sumi and baby Beel to a public pool, although she realizes she has gone to the analysisresort. While chattering with red tail, Some of their old middle school is approached by the daanquant and and Going against their leader,
Takashima, when they start hitting on girls. Takayuki attempts to hide in the pool, but the left of the takaylifeguard and in a dreary tattoo, the withdrawal pool call more of its men and tricks. As Takayuki is surrounded, he force baby Beel to shake all the dainquant before facing the wrath of the tattoo. 17 How about some Satan global
homework? Antasakh (Biology: Corn No Shkoda D'odeshowu? (Japanese: 魔界の宿題どうでしょう ?) May 15, 2011 (2011-05-15) The ghost king sends the baby into some summer homework, including a notebook that produces anything in life. Next, I have a big flight by the whohkaing with sashamayama, to raise the high to collect the
prints of rare, powerful animals, I da'anquant it with a big fly by arf. During the chase, baby Beel ends up planting on several carnivores satan plants, one of which increases the wall on a large scale until I exclude it. 18 In 18 Quit having children on the goof (Biology: Kozora Bancho, Yamimaskat (Japanese: U連れ番⻑ . やめました) May
22, 2011 (2011-05-22) Beel gets cold in summer, giving up incredible heat due to his body. As his condition gets worse, the magic hand on zebeal disappears, leading him to tattoo to take a little care towards him. I've tried to decide what to do, they match one of Tojo's, who get out of it before I leave. The next morning, both, and Beel
have disappeared. As I search for them, they compete with Beel On Their Back tojo, which I challenged tattoos for a fight. As two fights, Tattoo Sumo has knocked me clean into the river before Tojo is surprised to see what appears on the shoulder. 19 Dr. Antaskh (Biology: Asha ga Amashat (Japanese: 医者が来ました) May 29, 29 2011
(2011-05-29) is back home in tattoos which have been defeated by the post of finding that he is back from the royal doctor, Forcas C. Rachmaninov, and his assistant, Lia, along with Satan, diagnosed the disease as king fever in determining the cause of Beel's disease, which As a result many devil power is being transferred from Beel to
Oga. However, the child fears that Oga will not be able to handle mighty power and may die if he was too much for it, so he cut the link between her and the tattoo for her sake. Later, when he gets Tojo, he remembers it since I think of him like him, and he connect. I try to attach to Beel to begin a treatment and enter a dream world through
the effects of a devil's global drug that has shot him in the head. He's a lightning field that is lying in the middle of several written circles looking for a hundred Beel. Believe the child he can handle something, for his sake or not, and despite the jink goes after it. About 6 treatment times, tattoos still don't get up And he assumes that he is
dead and gets happy. Is. Suddenly rising and spanks Lia and claims she is teaching her some manners. I said he has gone through the difficult part of connections with beel and tattoo after how he feels he is in his mood. 20 Everyone gathers intus (Biology: Zen'in Shnhegondesu (Japanese: 全員集合です) June 5, 2011 (2011-06-05) I've
been asking him to take a shower on his side before he goes to Tojo and sees a silhouette out of his bathroom window and thinks it's really Saharuyama, who tells him he's ready to agree with Kanzaka and Himaikoa to the team. On the way, they are ensuite by a large group of daalanquant, which is fast-looking. Upon arriving at Ashaama
High, the rest of the school is there to belong, just to take care of them for The Unieda and red tail. To try to get away from the fireworks and all the daanquant is captured by them. In tattoos Henniah Tojo and Tojo are just ready to give behind the tattoo I told him that the person who wants to live with him is next to him. Beel's fever breaks
and he immediately and out of the call on his head, and a caneplex shows that I have bond connections between them and Beel. As the episode ends, tattoos are in and Tojo are about to start their fight. 21 What do you think is the strongest of The Ashyama? Antasakh (Biology: Ashyama Saikeyo, Dokka dasaao? (Japanese: ⽯⽮魔 (いし
やま) 最強 , どっちでしょう ?) June 12, 2011 (2011-06-12) is 4:00mm by Vocan on Forwacha. And to see The Telportad is Aishamya high and fight with their war, Lychechi, and Forcas A. Rachmaninov. Meanwhile, Kanzaka, Himaikoa and Saharuyama are starting to fight, and are starting to fight them, but their side is immediately hit by
them, but they refuse to give up because of their stubbornness. Natsomi shows and defeats Karou in a blow, and Aizawa is about to deal with. The Kuunieda and red tail are dealing with the dainquant and go to see the fight of Tattoo Sumi and Tojo, with a damaged tattoo. Beel Zabol is the magic activator, think I can't win, all the shocked.
Lia accidentally determines a remaining parameter and aims at me and Tosum. The tattoo easily stops the paramed and is visible on the ground due to a giant burning zbul. Tattoos do not interfere with his fight, he promises he will win and erase syllable spelling sing saita beel. Tattoo sit in and tojo goes by morning, resumetheir fight, and
as it looks as if Tojo is about to win, the tattoo sumi revolves around and does a suplex on winning the battle from him. I told the child that he won to fight and deal with the child by swaying to the ground. Tojo's past is revealed, a man who taught the true meaning of the fight he saw and had a zabol magic on his shoulder, who got tattooed
on his shoulder to look like him, and Tojo i got the strongest to look like him now. But when baby Beel The encouragement, which was giving problems to his arm, he excluded all of that energy that school had. 22 Desertmountain Training Intusakh (Biology: Yamagomora desu (Japanese: ごもりです) June 19, 2011 (2011-06-19) for a
special training for children fearing insects after this I have some special training. There he filled The Unieda in the park with his grandfather in the thoust. While I am still unaware of his true identity, his grandfather creates interest in him. 23 You make me joke? The world of satan. As intusakh (Biology: Honakaa (Japanese: ほんまかい)
June 26, 2011 (2011-06-26) as the zebemagic has been restored, satan begins to return to the world through La Ia and Dr. Forcas. She was being moved while the baby beel on Forwacha refused to go and go, as the reason for it to be moved as well as and as tattoos. 4 of them in them From one landed in the Area of The Vlad, Satan is
one of the most dangerous areas in the world, with Aldel on the unconscious of transporting many people at once. Lia manages to contact her via her cellphone, and it is informed that her daughter may be able to move home safely. A yan alien shows up in which the unchims, attack the group to call the creatures in the visit to The Vlad.
As the group survived to find the daughter, they face many creatures, with the worst suffering of their attacks forewatcha. When the group finally reached its destination, it went to Ransakkad by the robbers, Hera and Edda, who have kidnapped their daughter. As tattooed as I defeated the robber, Forwacha ended up with how attractive
the daughter is. 24 Welcome back, Satan world! Antasak (Biology: Tadamakaa (Japanese: ただいまかい) July 3, 2011 (2011-07-03) his daughter is rather attractive, forewacha covenant, while her lead to lead Hera and Edda towards her and she is trapped in the village of chor, from where the daughter of Angelica is trapped. The rescue
is easily underway until the name of a large demon wakes up the owner of The Vlad and the village is treroreses In which Baalzbol suddenly grows too big to fight it. 25 New Semester Begins Intusakh (Biology: Shin Gakki Hajamaradashat (Japanese: 学期はじまりました) July 10, 2011 (2011-07-10) Students of The Ashyama High in St.
Ashamayama, with all the key characters being placed in the same classroom. Their new homeroom teacher, Saddam Ohara, challenges many to an arm boat to try to establish some authority on class, failing badly when Tojo walled it up Criticized against top to bottom. Then he had the second target, the tattoo, which was asleep in his
set, and he would rise to challenge him. Baby Beel is angry and angry after that, in the shocked tattoo and the sodoor. After hearing rumours of their power, st. Ayama, a wish error from Kazoya, gets a search for tattoos, their Ausa friend with him. Pick up a fight with a gang tattooed and forwacha in a street, and fight back, a gang member
graps Kazuya and Azusa, who were looking through the street door, and threaten to hurt them if I have not presented. Aoi shows it and frees them, I now allowed the gang tattoo to defeat the unconscious. As he beats them, baby Beel has a sway, all gang members and electrocotang in tattoos. Kazoya confuses this for his attack. After
leaving the street, Kazoya was born to take her under her wing. 26 Can I call you brothers Antasakh (Biology: Yavanadi mo Adisso ka (Japanese: アニキと呼んでもいいですか) July 17, 2011 (2011-07-17) in tattoos and accepts Forwacha as their student, it is being appreciated for how legendary they are. Kazoya attempts to copy that I
get as strong as it is, even making the same lunch box. Due to the incident, Tito and Unieda met The Teacher in charge of the student's life at The Academy of Chido, St. Ashyama. They get exit warnings, they should be maintained due to discomfort for the school. Meanwhile, Unieda attempts to learn from, to become more open to men,
but it's impossible to feel. To get his back off the kazoya, claim tattoos to be able to eat the secret technology of electric jest, and successfully manage to convince The Kazoya. Kazoya listens to a gang-man being kidnapped by a Tiamyo suspect to be a member, and with his new powers attempts to save him. After any hit after Kazoya
fails on earth, The Kounieda shows the person to come and be a familiar of his temple, and the situation is resolved. 27 Magic Girl Said Antasakh (Biology: Mahhou Shhoujo Yobariti (Japanese: 魔法少⼥と呼ばれて) July 24, 24 2011 (2011-07-24) To forget her daughter's birthday, Altoko brought her from forvacha's home for a tour of the
human world. Unfortunately such gifts were being sourced from The Talportada, a young alien in the human world and fled. To track Angelica solves, a wicked cane Using what converts its user into a magic girl. Plus 4 other girls—From Hoonok and Aoi, he manages to configure 5 light-fallow and track yan in an amusement park where
Tojo was working as part of the cast in a Gohan Kun theatre drama. A rival girl gang challenges Aoi while she was capturing Yan and ensured a fight. Finally, Forwacha manages to pin down and both of them are talented away from Angelica's ability. Forwacha finally returned to the human world through it, he left him to wonder if he was
even inside Angelica in the first place of first. Unfortunately, Angelica left before Forwacha. 28 Let's all facecallus intusakh (Biology: Sahanta Sokotia Shite Mamashavo (Japanese: ⾝体測定してみましょう) July 31, 2011 (2011-07-31) Students of Ashyama Hai are ordered to do physical examinations among themselves. Who gets the
envy of the toy The tattoo is back in, and gets stuck to lock itself inside a lock in protest. Trying to make it out, the girls come to the room for their fessacallus, forced and bandaged the Forwacha girls and began measuring while hiding under the table. Leave the girls room without seeing them, despite a few close calls, and the girls'
departing tattoos Sumi and Forwacha get from under the table and start trying to catch the baby once again. After leaving a return to aoi in the classroom moments, and two of them get into the room. They realize that they're all there, and goes aggressively. During the conflict the child has excluded the classroom through an open window
and entered the games car of the call, and opens the door behind it, which I do not open. Baby Beel is a leaking sperings, filling the car. Tattoo, not able to think of any other option, the vehicle chips as a result of the entire shell of the car car band. 29 What are 6 holy shorviras? Antasak (Biology: Rockasaya Titi Nandisu ka? (Japanese: 六
騎聖って何ですか ?) August 7, 2011 (2011-08-07) After being surprised by baby Beel early in the morning, the spirit of motivation for tattoos is born temporarily to find any new one, and upon hearing rumours of six students who are both educational and athletic, they are looking for six that they will affect baby Beel. Tattoo, with Aoi, is
searched for kazua with 6 holy shorviras to find out more about. Meanwhile, Forwacha walks in an old friend, Miki. He tells me six dress badges to identify them for being one of them, before getting involved with six to stop tattoos, and before appearing to be one of them. When searching for tattooed Kazuya I get Azusa, and immediately
appears of two shorviras of obstruction, reveal it to yourself Alex and Sakigi. By attacking him with a wooden sword was first inspected the power of Aoi from his test, while he is just a ruler who borrowed from Azosa to defend with you. Aoi bites the tip of his swordband during his attack, proven to be more skilled Tuluria. In tattoos his
opponent refused to fight, Alex, and instead instead quizes during his attempt to try to try to try to try to attempt attacks. Alex gives him when realising that I am not taking the fight seriously, and leaving two shurvirs scene. 30 Who can be 6 holy shorviras? Antasakh (Biology: Rockasaya waAddshvo? (Japanese: 六騎聖は誰でしょう ?)
August 14, 2011 (2011-08-14) School surveyfrom the ceiling in search of the throne on the sheets of people in Forwacha and Tattoo, and Azosa ends up tagging along with their search. Two students from St. Ashyama are seen two of The Aoi's gang due to Hasslang, which gives the object saharuyama, asking them to leave. Two
Dasgrantlad students are offered a free cartoon by Saharuyama as compensation for breaking their advances on girls. He's a big on Saharuyama Roll, this hostothalizang. Kanzaka Kanzaka in the classroom After the boys are to get revenge that day, only to be dropped out by Miki in a blow. Miki invites students from Ashyama High to
meet him on the terrace after school. In The Homekoa, Natsomy, Forwacha, Tattoo and most aoi go to the terrace after school, although Forwacha stays in hiding. Another iPad 6 appears from the holy shorviras, go, from the avid radio club. Four famous members of the 6 holy shorviras are waiting on the terrace when the Ashaama High
students arrive. Natsomi go fight, while face The Homekoa, and stand against tattoos. I knock him out in a cartoon. Miki claimed to step up to challenge on her, I've had a long time, and have had her. The tattoo claims not to admit it, but takes it seriously, passing baby Beel on Aoi to fight properly. 31 No conclusion reached Atsakh
(Biology: Katchako, Tuskmandeshyas (Japanese: 決着 つきませんでした) August 28, 28, 2011 (2011-08-28) Started with the battle between tattoos and with Miki seemingly beating. He said that there is a technology that is recognized as a martial arts form from Hackiukukan, China with a technique. In tattoos I fail to harm Miki, a variety
of special moves Using, which does not look different from your usual attacks. Miki starts his most powerful technique in power, which he has advised me to tattoo because of his power. Before he has the opportunity to use it, he keeps the disturbance swayed by Kazma Vari, 2nd strong of 6 holy shorviras. He is soon added by The
Ultimate Knight, The Strongest of Six, Azma. He has no hope of defeating how much power he has and it acknowledges how Aoi senses. The students returned to their classroom to find a notice, announcing all the Ashayama High students who were present on the terrace. Students go to the counselor's office to complain, and they are
said to provide an opportunity to avoid exclusion-by shooting 6 holy shurvirs at a sports event at the upcoming school festival. Hesitate students and leave the office. 32 What has the transition girl done? What is the intus (biology: Tenkhos Hhowjo ni Nana ga Okori? (Japanese: 転校少⼥に ナニが起こりましたか) september 4, 2011
(2011-09-04) with an eye to see how to move to another class of transitions to class. Students will find game volleyball, none of them have any experience. Students are not encouraged which promises to solve more and more. With the help of the da'anquant, they kidnapped and forced their 6 holy shorviras to watch a badly unsatisfying
video. The da'aanquant, except forwacha, believe in all the video and get fired, ready to defeat their opponents. 33 Past injuries exist Intsakh (Biology: Kaka ni Kazo Arashat (Japanese: 過去に傷ありました) September 11, 2011 (2011-09-11) practice in tattoos and gets tired of the walk out of the gym, itching for a fight. He finds A Nearby
Mici Training And his challenge in a fight. All of Miki's attacks in tattoos take over the head, and are clearly damaged by the power of attacks. Miki claims that his technique is only 70% in strength, but will be ready by time at the school festival. Miki has a canaplex for a while when I cheated him in the past, where I fought with him behind
Miki to fight with him, but I closed it and hit him on the floor. Looking for some insight into what his own special technology should be in tattoos and this challenge in a fight, I've hit a lot after fighting it, but not quite the deitrad from it. He said it's a matter of fighting the spirit, and he's ready to win in volleyball and he gets into any fight. 34
Navranians Ran Amok Antasakh (Biology: Mayado Osavawasi Shamasu (Japanese: メイドお騒がせします) September 18, The 2011 (2011-09-18) Festival is underway, and Azosa is trying to run a maid's office. Forwacaha presents to help, and ashut adhering to Aussa and her friends due to their reputation as 'strategy'. Forwacha
disappointed red tail to prepare in many maid uniforms It claims that it is an early war against a caffe that 6 holy shorviras are running somewhere other. From remodiles also gets involved, and the kitchen stow salinity. Some of the upaddiri guests from Tiameu Hai enter the cottage, which the appaddiri has to be immediately disciplined.
35 Time for sports (Biology: Sai Kaisha no Jakandisu (Japanese: 試合開始の時間です) September 25, 2011 (2011-09-25) Volleyball game begins, with both teams proven to be able in the game. Ashyama high gang plays fouls and plays dirty, get enough points to make them a close set already. Awarma a fight to power balls towards
Unieda with such power Using techniques starts working that they are not able to dig them out. Their arms are badly burned by trying to bend, and that is the alternative for forawacha, which proves to be completely incompletely incomplete. A appointed Unieda manages to return to court and begin digging the service of The Ayma. The
Ashaama High students start edited on their last trying their hardest, running on. Both teams are in the point of view of the match when Azma hits a ball which goes off the edge of the court, plus Unieda out of reach. The tattoo slung forward and manages to return the ball, due to the high Ashyama to win the match, the speed and power
that the 6 holy shorviras are not able to return to it. 36 Victory has finally reached The Antusakh (Biology: Katchako, Yato Tsokamashat (Japanese: 決着 , やっとつきました) October 2, 2017 In 2011 (2011-10-02) Kaaaya, man Mare Miki and in the past I have tried it in a tattoo volleyball match. He announced that he was looking for
revenge in tattoos, and took hostages at school to prevent any interference. Was lying, and that's why he now only find revenge on the tattoo Is it ? Miki, who also moved to The Ara after being killed by him Realize that I just hit him to save him from The Kaaaya when two of them were both in The Nara. The Tatsumi and Miki team take
down the haanchman of Kaaaya to take down 6 holy shorviras, red tail and tikka lachar all the Kaameo high students who hold st. Ashyama students. Hennia ka'aaya directly in the tattoo, and declare himself to go himself. Zebaal spelling is spread over and above and on his face as he attacks his zebeal blast, in the full view of the entire
school population. Azma was immediately announced that the event was staged, and yet the Kaamu High students were in the process. As he walks out of the gym, he's not aware of the tattoo sins showing their options in the public. I told him I had done the immmango goes to the maximum of it. At the end of the episode, we see that I
have aoi by tattoo to know the truth about it. 37 This man is a teacher, Antasakh (Biology: Sonu Otoko, Sensei Deshat (Japanese: その男 , 先⽣でした) October 9, 2011 (2011-10-09) Baby Beel is getting a good time at a railway-course and wishes that I have to sing with him. However, I am thinking of the words of Isma about the forces of
Satan. Aoi, who happens to be behind them, walks in Nene and Yuka, and he is going to confess to assuming Aoi again. At school, tattoos have become a celebrity for magic trick after volleyball match. Immediately make another berm erf in the instant drags tattoo it is missing by flying using their incomplete violence. Aoi, not convinced,
hennia is atime; However, he does not make any progress. Later, tontojo talks with Sahasok to not describe his war with Azma. Two on the roof, and it includes tattoos. However, before they can start, the new Homeroom teacher, Zenjouru Saome, does make a flying appearance, beating them and the unconscious tattoo sumi and bring
Ttojoo to class. This causes confusion (as well as being a new teacher). Nene and Ryoko try to fight the new teacher from Harassment to Aoi. Aoi questions I've been more ashamed of her part, about Tattoo Sumi. He gets frustrated and decides to probe. Tattoo sine conscious lying and learns that T·ojo fled after coming. The
interdimensional hole created by the Soatome fight appears on the roof to close. From a return to the Aoi gym and there was evidence that I didn't have a magic trick. He walks out when the hole is hole (he sent a big explosion into the sky). Because of this he believes he is on the roof of the behemoth to fight with the agent and believes
about it. He warned him not to harm him . From Aoi, meanwhile, manages to catch a glimpse of the action. 38 Brothers try to explain the whole situation of doing Aoi out of the anti-anti-anti-intsakh (Biology: Qadaa-genka, Himajamashat (Japanese: 兄弟ゲンカ , 始めました) October 16, 2011 (2011-10-16) tattoos, but this is stuck on the
memory of forwacha's name. After a long time, a satan maid who seems like this That he shall Yaolda appears and expresses unhappiness over the situation. Soon another two ghost maid servants appear alongside a young boy introduced by maids, the elder brothers of Babibel, who come due to babibel, long-taken to destroy humanity.
Again Aoi understands that everything is going on. Babibel and the Lord do not have their best relationship, where Babibel is ignored with the lord who constantly pays attention, disturbing him. Lord En is also seen to love anything to do with the game. 39 His brother was a Cybaby (Japanese: 兄は泣き⾍でした) October 23, 2011 (2011-
10-23) before destroying humanity, the Lord wants to experience everything in the human world. As Lord En is a huge fan of the game and thus, he is there to develop sports centers and amusement parks and engage by humanity destroyed by his original mission. During the visit to The Land of Ashamaya, it is found that he walks very
easily on the minor things that Babibel does or usually does. She shows up on the roller-coster, which is due to her crying to everyone, but still they demand. He finally cries and once again creates fire on the roller-coster. The LORD then tattooed the warnings that could be attacked by their private guards. 40 No shirt, no shoes, no killer
intusakh (Biology: Shakyo wa Keco de wa Aathasan (Japanese: 刺客は客ではありません) October 30, 2011 (2011-10-30) It has been revealed that Tojo and from the past know each other, because they both trained him. Izumo and Tojo are the cause of the fight after school and Izumo some of them show his devil's options. However, the
34 pillar division of The Behemoth has come and causes trouble. Aoi is occupied by a pillarcalled Hekatous who wants to build its contractor so that they can use all their powers in the human world. To save Aoi from fighting with each other to fight against him in tattoos and after that, however only they believe he has been by dagger suo
moto he is by Hekatous. 41 on the right! What shall we do? Intisakh (Biology: Zetesumy! D.o. shimasho ? (Japanese: 絶体絶命どうしましょう) November 6, 2011 (2011-11-06) When everything is in a stir, the Lord continued his human world tour and is now in Aai Habarah. As usual, he also weeps because of the maids being wrong for
cosplyares and he feels out. Both Kanzaka and Yuka are spying on the battle of Izma, until in two pillars: The Graapaul and The Naga intervened in the fight and defeated Izma. Azma is revealed to be only half-ghost and has not actually made contact with any real monks and its power is weaker than a real one. Tojo is so lacking and so
does Kanzaka however, the Chance to fight The Agratheal Kanzaka, although Tojo fights with the agrahial, his unknowing lying son, however he will soon leave to join the hekadot. Try to defeat The Hikadot using these zebeal blasts in tattoos, however easily Is blocked. Then I enter and their magic master magic forced the sorcery, The
Nauga and and � Immediately, before they are too late, check on him and Dr. Forcas. 42 It is time for training (Biology: Shyogio no Jedesu Yu (Japanese: 修業の時間ですよ) November 13, 2011 (2011-11-13) It's all right and failed to help it. The tattoo decides to be strong to protect everyone and thus try to train him for Aoi's grandfather.
Coming out of the shrine after seeing Kavat I come to the wrong conclusion that this is The essence of this is that when they are the same people , they are actually the same people . In tattoos and from the tiam shadow, aoi's grandfather trained exposed. I'm talking about this incident, but to jo don't understand everything about devils and
their mistakes for them and are friends of Saome. 43 Where did the elder brother disappear? Antasakh (Biology: Ana Kaita No desh·o? (Japanese: 兄はどこへ消えたのでしょう ?) November 20, 2011 (2011-11-20) la Farwacha prays to find Babibel's brother but when he went to the sports center, he searches for Kanzaka, Hamiko and
Yuko. Forwacha they ask for help. Meanwhile Aoi and Tito went to training to be strong in Sumo. 44 I have to get strong Atsakh (Biology: Tsuyan Nara Na·i·k·e-masan (Japanese: 強くならなきゃいけません) November 27, 27, In tattoos 2011 (2011-11-27), Aoi, and others reach the training area. The first task is to collect a stone, and it
later appears that they are trying to divide stones into two. They don't get any food until it's done. Tattoo That, stubbornly, refuse to do it with a little stone like everyone. Meanwhile, Instantly, Nene, Kanzaka, Himaiko, Yuko, and Lia search every arcade, but there is no sign of the Lord. Back on training basis, the other group in Todina
Tattoo, can tell him that they can distribute it. When it's late, by the power in the Aoi Dragus tattoo from their big stone I refused to leave it, and each nearby temple goes to sleep. It was later revealed that the daughter of the head priest, Isa, can see the devils. She is scared by baby Beel and Tattoo Sumo, when in the bath with Aoi just to
ask about them. From Aoi immediately I realize that Jesus can exorcisms and, thinking of the servants of the Lord, he asks mary to defeat the monks that is his education. Back with Instantly, group negotiation and feeling is Lord En and online games. Later, while the second group is asleep, while I am seeps out of the temple, just to be
caught by Aoi's grandfather, who scouts him and tells him that his power needs to be built slowly. The tattoo leaves in anyway, and Aoi watches let it go. When he's trying to divide his stone he thinks about how he knows they're working, but time is a luxury. In the morning, Everyone checks on Aoi. Tattoo Sumi's bed is still empty, he is
worried and increases concern in the Area of Horace, lying on the ground just next to his giant stone, which is divided into two. After a while, walk up the stairs in the tattoo and complain about a particular course he has to do Goes. that he At the top, and their home-ruse teacher is surprised to see him waiting for it. His teacher cheered
them up and welcomed him to the second part of his training. 45 A day and 1 hour game left until The Intusakh (Biology: Gpegmu wa Achanacha Achajakan made desu (Japanese: ゲ.ムは⼀.h. 1 時間までです) December 4, 2011 (2011-12-04) 46 burn, super collection! Intisakh (Biology: Muvaru, chhowzetsu Gata! (Japanese: 燃えろ , 超
絶合体!) December 11, 2011 (2011-12-11) 47 Sorry you have waited for The Intusakh (Biology) (Japanese: お待たせしました) December 18, Since 2011 (2011-12-18) 48 I am his parents Antasakh (Biology: Oya desu (Japanese: オレが親です) December 25, 2011 (2011-12-25) I have returned from my training, he was renewed with a
different idea, as well as finally wanted to accept the responsibility of bringing up the child Beel. One of the writings is that he will destroy humanity, The Oga contest that they are wrong, claiming that he is the parent of baby Beel, that he will not destroy it humanity. So on the fight, he introduced his new technology to zabol,the time of the
taste and super milk (which he learned that he trained with it. Black baby Beel and baby Beel fought over milk and tattoos I decided to drink himself so there is nothing to fight over black baby-beel and baby-beel). To distance the line between Tattoo Sumi and Baby-Beel, they tweed suddenly became powerful. Finally, the strength of the
devil by kid-beel increased as he drinked more, and defeated two pillar edits in tattoos. Finally drink it all, merging with the baby-beel while they fight the pillar head Naga. Thus, they became your baby Beel with the fans, and the zabul aksh to surround the head of the scattered pillar. Finally they defeated three pillar edits, and were
destroyed due to the explosion at the top of the Hotel of Hamikoa. 49 Special new year of Baalzbol! Travel to The West of Belbel! Antasakh (Biology: Baalzbol Oshouotasu Supisaaarav! Beelbel Seiyuki (Japanese: べるぜバブお正⽉スペシャル! ベルベル⻄遊記) January 8, 2012 (2012-01-08) 50 Today I am different on the inside (Biology:
Kyoo and Atasha wa uchigni kotonaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa (Japanese: 今h私は内側に異なるよ) January 15, 2012 (2012-01-15) Due to the effects of super milk time, baby Beel and Tattoo Sumi have changed bodies. Usually to return things, they try to find sensei how they know how, However they are trying to get everyone
to start a war with the Academy (currently the baby is Beel). Finally, after being prepared for a smell of baby Beel, and I try to catch him in, forwacha and tattoo where he searches attached to it to Aoi. After getting aoi from the hug, Babibel closes again and walks so much more and thereby a match to watch Aoi who can catch the baby.
Finally after the training of Babibel reveals some of his new devil magic, more aoi chooses though. After that, not long, aoi and more related to war time (baby Beel), and Before they hit him and usually Babibel came back, I did two and Severe damage by Babibel perfectly fine. Sensei comes to school the day after that. 51 Comano-Sama
You see Antasakh (Biology: Comano-Sama wa Anata Amso (Japanese: 狛⽝はあなたを⾒ています) January 22, 2012 (2012-01-22) I'm attacking again before they have a perfect super milk time Trying to think about this is because nene and the rest of the red tail is revealed to thank aoi's devil magic for it by holding a fake meeting
inplace of aoi, a stray ghost whom he got. The tattoo has a new milk bottle that hopes super milk time will help and is asking Forwacha to try it , which is obviously as busy as he is. Meanwhile, St. Marin's High School for Girls has declared war against red tail to hold the south Kanco region as well as going north, but they walk around
touching each one of them and therefore feel weak and uneasy. 52 And then there were no daanaanquants(Biology: Soshite wa hiko wa nakatta (Japanese: そしてその後は⾮⾏はなかった) January 29, 2012 (2012-01-29) It is the coldest stop of winter and cents, however, everyone from Aisamaya is still in school because they were not
informed of it until Ashayama and Azusa come to tell them. Cannot go home because of the storm, each stays in school, until suddenly the da'anquant is hit by the kazua then informs others that such incidents count the song 100 are exactly the same in the 100-day-old. As the episodes of the song continue, everyone decides to try to
capture the culprit but all men are defeated except only the rest of the women. Again Aoi is that the culprit is actually The Koma She lives in the middle, while women wanted to warm each other up, and she beat her. 53 Children fall in love with Beel's first victory/forwacha Antasakh (Biology: Berhajamyti no Siafko/Forwacha Koishashashas
(Japanese: ベル坊はじめての征服/古恋しました) February 5, 2012 (2012-02-05) Satan Is Interested in King Victory Show and establishes an area that has to destroy the child on his own. The koda is concerned for the child's safety and decides to follow him along with the tattoo, fourwacha and lia. The bolsbol faces many obstacles but is
secretly assisted by tattoos and lia. The last floor is to be the home of Forwacha. Forwacha attempts to prevent the child from destroying his house but ends up destroying the child By using Beel on the lens as weapons. Later Forwacha is confronted by a shy girl. She is sick and goes on to meet the girl, daral saheeh. He goes there every
day and looks more sick after every visit. Kvioma notices it and notifies that Aoi that forwacha may exist by a past. Worried, Tattoo Go to The Daral-sahema warning to Forwacha about the Aoi girl. She's a ghost to find out foracha to know that girl is a ghost. Aoi asks the girl, why was she keeping Forwacha, in response the girl was not
keeping forwacha instead that she tells Aoi from a ghost name she loved. Johnny forwacha leaves the body and girl and his love and girl and Johnny happily exit the room, leaving Forwacha Ranjida. Nene later sees a ranjid forwacha and offers her a drink in which Forwacha has a distracted response due to Nene for defeating her. 54
Black Baby Beel Grows Antasakh (Biology: Burakku Bereubio, Sadachadashat (Japanese: 黒ベル坊 , 育ちました) February 12, In tattoo2012 (2012-02-12) and looking for the black version of Forwacha and his teacher (who was Spelimastere) kid Beel. I thought it was so bored that it had run away. But actually it was because of Hamikoa.
They asked some girls if they saw someone with a child, and they replied that they looked good, hot man who smelled great. They took it because he believed it was them. The key to being more successful for the family was finally, the black kid Beel re-introduced the tattoo teacher. Lost in 55 my Pampaddover/Great Satan Lord has come
to The Antisakh (Biology) IA-zento, Nakosha chiteh ita/Damao, Kachimashat (Japanese: リ.ゼント , なくしちゃいました/魔王 ] 来ちゃいました) February 19, 2012 (2012-02-19) Hamikoa lose his hair gel and thus cannot make his poampadover. It causes him to wear his hair down to the homemade, making many girls in school fall for
him. 56 Are you a traitor?/Is it a job for men? Antasak (Biology: Uyuaagra desu ka/otoko-tachi is not a ban (Japanese: 裏切りですか/男たちの番か) February 26, 2012 (2012-02-26) It is concerned that everyone is conspiring for a bad scheme and not including that. 57 Do you not eat a Manju?/Did you get you in a mixed bath? (Japanese:
饅頭 , ⾷べませんか/混浴 , しませんか ?) March 4, 2012 (2012-03-04) Kwiwan and baby super milk time practice and begin to think that if Aoi eats their Mansum, they will also switch bodies. Kvioma attempts many different scales but is rejected by Aoi from every time. A lachar alveoma child asks for beel and help Of A.K.A. Kota tells him
a forbidden technique (to make the chaping in small pieces and mixing it into aoi's food). Although it almost works, Aoi notices a stray reaction on Kvivo's face and this beat. Meanwhile, I won tickets in the hot spring and the family in the entire tattoo sumo goes on a holiday in the warm spring where they are blessed by the not so strange
looking lady (in which their fault for a devil). Tattoo there, baby Beel and I tell tattoo sumo about her family where to go for a hot bath. Other places Forwacha is enjoying scanning with some girls when the anterupts and transport Where are I and others. There is a forwacha that enter the mixed bath (though he is unaware of it). Forwacha
Forwacha I do the talking and tattoothat attempts the same bath and approach but she can do that before she has to do that before she has to do that in the same bathroom and Forwacha casually ignores the lady's approach. Later I'm asleep in her room and a blanket on Forwacha and Ael as well as tattoos and are so cleft to it (although
tattoos and others are completely unaware of it). 58 Akano Academy is open Antasakh (Biology: Akumano Gakuen Kakavo Shamasat (Japanese: 悪魔野学園 , 開校しました) March 11, 2012 (2012-03-11) 59 We are strong Intusak (Biology: Dana-tachi ga You desu (Japanese: オレたちが最強です) March 18, 2012 (2012-03-18) 60 I will
not say goodbye to Antisakh (Biology: Sionara wa iimasen (Japanese: さよならは⾔いません) March 25, 2012 2012 (2012-03-25) has gone a week since I have defeated the 34pillar division, and The Ashamaya High School/Akumano is destroyed once again. All the students of Ashamaya have become more concerned than him in tattoos
and from the child Beel went from the human world. With grief Abibhut, The Daanquant appear with The Oga in their days. As with all the group, along with Unieda, they retellthe story of him that I came to meet baby Beel, only to face the same experience For what he had--to wash on the Alga River and open himself--- to present it and
baby Beel. Meanwhile, Oga and baby Beel had spent this Week at spa in the world of satan. At the same time, the Lord En and the 34 Pillar Division return to the human world on orders from the great Satan Lord. However, now that The Akumano Academy/Ashyama High School has been destroyed once again, the 34 pillar division
decides to take his class to St. Ashyama Academy, on instructions he will continue to destroy humanity, along with the army of the great Satan Lord. But, despite this, the great Devil Lord, being a flake, updates that change his mind immediately and destroys humanity. But this can only mean one thing — — Baalzbol should return to the
world of Satan. The child refuses to accept the truth, and walks away overnight and bites the link between him and Oga. Flying over it, he sees more than what they have spent together and the people he has met, while all are looking for it. Finally, The Oga get it by the river where they meet, and do consoles with their favorite kebabs,
saying that whenever The Baalzbol will return to the human world. And that he should fight back for the desire, and come back to his own terms. Baby Beel starts crying, and Oga welcomes him into his legs, allowing him because he wants his last time, despite the pain, just to find it is not painful because baby Beel is not so shocked at this
time. Baby Beel gets solved, and The Ashaama students see everyone on their transition to the devil world, Oga give him a loving gesture like rub their head, exactly, with the hard to rub the bolsbol on it. Oga walks again, and a while The future gets stronger, like before Ashaama, with Oga, Tojo, Kanzaka, and the same river by the others
than The World.. And Baalzbol comes back with a grand entrance, a description that the great ghost Lord once again commanded the child to destroy humanity. Oga smiles and decreases her upbringing, though she knows it, baby Beel is as shocked by it as before. References ^ ^ べるぜバブ. Media Arts Database (in Japanese). The
agency for cultural matters was disincentuated October 11, 2015. Https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=List_of_Beelzebub_episodes&amp;oldid=955541021 from the
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